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"Hidden Treasure inGolden Gate Park"

I he becorvd Treasure

DE LAVEAGA DELL
JUST, the name* and a chance todream./ A host of .tender intangibles; rise Tike morning -mists )to tin

cadence of the mere syllables. *.??":-\u25a0;:'\u25a0?':'?' .-'.'?'\u25a0 '-'f'-V; '?',- :-::
-' ;?' '?\u25a0'\u25a0? ':\u25a0'\u25a0-''~': <y ,'\u25a0:<- W-]-^-;: '\u25a0_'\u25a0''\u25a0 **:'£o%s£

Walk softly, for here the spot is less a locality than a resting place for the soul: less a landscape
all its dreamy glory, than an' attainment of mentality. Its development is as gentle as the dawning of a daj
and the spirit that sits in its mallow wind kissed undulations must be wooed with unction.

It is buried in the very openness of its situation, voices from the teeming tennis courts, the roads thai
border it and from the animal pits reach its recesses in;dreamy incoherence. "-'*'rt\u25a0\u25a0'-!. * ?>* :? \u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0:. "''.'-"-1

' Seek it with a mind relaxed. The wandering feet will find it first like the touch of sea and send tht
"exultant pulses higher with each sinking 1step across its downy slope. A path is there but to avoid; th<
grass and the slow descent ileave the senses keener and calmer for/ the thrills that eddy about its heart; ?

It is one of the few spots that for me hold,a personality as real >jas -the gown of a woman with the
/ woman absent, and I'll tell you in\what guise it\ crept Iinto:my consciousness, ' that ;you ? may findIthe same

almost human attributes:

_
f// '.". V;^.';?.'".' -'?'?'.*'*''"-.?'<'«'*''' ''';':'.\u25a0 .'?'--.'''"> v_!/'.-'?>"-\u25a0':'\u25a0';*'-'- v*'?,.'','.-;v

Like a willowyblende in her. third season at a ?ball, she plaintively sits on the edge of an' animated
swirl. If you know her, draw close and 'J speak quietly.''\u25a0; \lf your faculties are open, the radiance of hei
welcome will get you more throbs of ;heart than the most >swinging jrhythm of1 the dance. Court her a

' ? little, and; she'll , draw back sweetly and " simply? the ; gauze that drapes her ripe womanliness. *;Allshe f lacked
was something to enfold in the tendrils of her spirit, and a word, a glance, are like pebbles that send th<
sparkling ripples across vat deep pool, the dulcet echoes whispering stillwhen the cause' has long found rest

Thus I sought.; her, found her, and ?had my « own soul laved in the (liquid murmur that Irose from ;the tinj
stream tinkling as the laughter of . girls in the distance. : C>- \,;'y ,:, a:'^';.',". :;'-'-y V*'-'^''.

And 2while -T; sat I counted s one, two, three, twenty flame throated humming birds that in one space
of sixty seconds hummed and darted for the tiny pools that gcaught the tinier cascade 'that 'marks *the
sleeping place of the spirit. And so wrought upon was I by the conflict of bliss and melancholy ?of the
place that I then did not marvel that this was one of the rare spots where these tireless feathered sprite!

\u25a0 drank, bathed :and fought*,to the rate of 1,200 an hour.
5 Driven by : the :most powerful muscles known )to animal i,science^ their !wings '? give '] them ? confidence, and

quite fearlessly they played and plashed as I sat not a dozen inches away. ;.; * \u25a0 ! ; * : ' * ;
>'

;

Looking jdown the ; dell ; there > is}not an inharmonious f tone jor 1 line, the deep purple shadows 'from th«
slope ion J the right find*their mates in? the :shimmering yellows vof . the isunny opposite \u25a0 ascent, while cool

' neutral grays *nestle in the depths between. *« -. ~-:,%; - , *. .. * . V,
I Up the path over the course of the streamlet the branches gnarl and reach in rough friendliness

until their outlines are lost {in the shade that ? nests ? the iupper pool, where eternal %twilight>calls? its; home
and whence, the very throneroom of the night, that sable queen, seems to begin her reign with the setting
of the sun. \u25a0 .«#*,,.. ... ?; The dell- lies just ? south of \Quarry lake and idirectly west from the tennis courts, and can be reached
within 10 minutes from the Haight street Scars* or from the Ellis street cars that go to the beach.
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